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In a recent number of the Transactions of the Connecticut Acad-

emy, E. B. Wilson obtains a necessary and sufficient condition that a linear

transformation be factorable into two involutory transformations. If this condi-

tion is translated from the language of dyadics, which Wilson uses, into that of

the algebra of matrices, its form suggests at once a theorem of Frobenius con-

cerning transformations of a bilinear form into itself. A mere combination of

these two theorems is sufficient to establish the following, which is simpler in

statement than either :

I. A necessary and sufficient condition that a linear transformation be such

as to carry some non-singular bilinear form into itself, is that it be factorable

into two involutory transformations.

It will be seen that the part of this theorem relating to the necessity of the

condition is a generalization of a theorem of P. F. Smith f which Wilson uses

in proving his theorem, and which is substantially as follows :

II. (Smith). A necessary condition that a linear transformation be such

as to carry some non-singular quadratic form into itself, is that it be factor-

able into two involutory transformations.

The converse of Smith's theorem is not true, as is remarked by Wilson ; a

substitution which is factorable into two involutory transformations is not neces-

sarily capable of carrying a non-singular quadratic form into itself. In fact,

the question of the possibility of factoring a transformation into two involutory

transformations has no essential relation to the subject of symmetric bilinear

forms, as distinguished from bilinear forms in general. J

* Presented to the Sooiety (Princeton), September 13, 1909.

fP. F. Smith, these Transactions, vol. 6 (1905), p. 13.

Î For a necessary and sufficient condition that a transformation be capable of carrying a non-

singular quadratio form into itself, see Frobenius, Crelle's Journal, vol. 84 (1878), p. 41.

Compare with this the theorem numbered IV below.
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The theorems of Wilson and Frobenius mentioned at the beginning of the

article may be stated thus :

III. (Wilson).* A necessary and sufficient condition that a linear trans-

formation be factorable into two involutory transformations, is that each

elementary divisor of its characteristic matrix be paired with another, whose

degree is the same, and whose root is the reciprocal of the root of the first,

except that an elementary divisor which is a power of (X — 1) or (X + l) may

be paired with itself.

IV. (Frobenius.) f A necessary and sufficient condition that a linear

transformation be such as to carry some non-singular bilinear form into itself,%

is that each elementary divisor of its characteristic matrix be paired with

another, whose degree is the same, and whose root is the reciprocal of the root

of the first, except that an elementary divisor which is a power of (X — 1) or

(X + l) may be paired with itself.

Theorem I is an obvious consequence of III and IV. But while Frobenius

in proving IV uses the method of the algebra of matrices, Wilson's proof of

HI depends on Gibbs's method of dyadics and double products, and also on the

work of Smith, who uses still another method. It is possible, however, to give

a proof of Wilson's theorem depending only on the algebra of matrices, and

so to obtain greater uniformity of treatment. For a part of the proof it is nec-

essary only to rewrite Wilson's dyadics in the matrix notation ; the use of

Smith's theorem in establishing the sufficiency of the condition is avoided by

actually writing down the factors in all, as Wilson does in some, of the special

cases that are first considered.

In the course of the demonstration, reference will be made to another theorem

of Frobenius, slightly more general than the one already given :

V. (Frobenius.) § A necessary and sufficient condition that two linear

transformations a, ß be such as to carry some non-singular bilinear form

into itself, || is that the elementary divisors of the characteristic matrix of ß be

obtainable from those of a by replacing each root of the characteristic equation

by its reciprocal.

From this, which is itself not difficult to prove, Theorem IV follows immedi-

ately. For if it is assumed that the two sets of variables in the bilinear form

are to be subjected to the same transformation, then ß = a , where a denotes

the conjugate of a, and the theorem just stated reduces to IV, since the ele-

mentary divisors of the characteristic matrix of a' are the same as those of a.

*E. B. Wilson, Theory of Double Products and Strains in Hyperspace, Transactions of the

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, September, 1908; p. 41.

fLoc. cit., p. 34.
| That is, when applied to each of the two sets of cogredient variables.

jjLoc. cit., p. 31.

II That is, as Frobenius uses the terms, that a non-singular matrix (j> exista such that a<pß = <t>.
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To proceed with the proof of Wilson's theorem : Suppose at first, that a is

the matrix of the product of two involutory transformations, so that

a = ebyjr        where eb2 = 2, yjr2 = I.

Then
a~l = ( cby¡r )-> = y¡r~l tb'1 = -jrtb,

since

cb-x = <b, ^ = f.

If ß, y are any two non-singular matrices, the elementary divisors of the

characteristic matrices of ßy and of yß ave the same, since

7/3 = 7(^7)7-'

(see, for example, Bôcher, Introduction to Figher Algebra, p. 286).

If 7 is any non-singular matrix, the elementary divisors of the characteristic

matrix of 7-1 can be obtained from those of 7 by replacing each root by its

reciprocal, by Theorem V above, for

777-! = 7.

In the present case, a, <b, y¡r are necessarily non-singular, since eb2 = \fr2 = I.

Therefore the elementary divisors of the characteristic matrix of ar1 ave, on the

one hand, the same as those of a, and, on the other, the same as those of a with

each root replaced by its reciprocal ; and this amounts to saying that the condi-

tion stated in Theorem III is necessary.

Next, suppose that a is any matrix such that the elementary divisors of its

characteristic matrix satisfy this condition. The form of the condition insures

that a is non-singular. It is to be shown that a is the product of two square

roots of the unit-matrix.    It will be convenient to make use of the following

Lemma. If a is a matrix expressible in the form ef>ifr, where cb2 = yjr2 = I, then

any matrix ß, whose characteristic matrix has the same elementary divisors as

that of a, is so expressible.

For ß may be written in the form

ß = yay~* = ycbijry-1 = ycby~l ■ yyfry-1

where

( y^y1 )2 == y^y1 iy</,ry—'== yp2 y~^= "yy-1 = 2

and similarly
(7>H-I)2=2\

The truth of the following statements becomes obvious on writing down the

formula? :

If the n-rowed matrix ß has elements different from zero only in an m-rowed

principal sub-matrix ß, and the «-rowed matrix 7 has elements different from

zero only in the corresponding »i-rowed sub-matrix 7, then the product ßy has

elements different from zero only in the corresponding »i-rowed principal sub-
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matrix, and these elements are those of the matrix ßy obtained by multiplying

together ß and 7 as m-rowed matrices.

If the n-rowed matrices ß, y have elements different from zero only in the

principal sub-matrices ß, y (not necessarily of the same order), neither of which

contains any row or column corresponding to a row or column of the other, then

/37 = 0.
Therefore,  if   ß = ßx + ß2 +-\- ßp,  7 = 7, + 72 +-1-7^,  where   the

non-vanishing elements of ßx, ■ ■-, ß form non-overlapping mx, • • ■, m -rowed

principal sub-matrices, and those of 7,, • • -, yp occur in the corresponding sub-

matrices, then

ßt-ßltl + ß»*li+~<+ßp1p,

where in forming the products ^7,-, as far as the non-vanishing elements are

concerned, the factors may be regarded as matrices either of order m. or of

order n*

In particular, if 8 = ßx + ß2 + ■ ■ • + ßp as before, and the sub-matrix in each

ß. is factorable into two square roots eb.-x}ri of the unit-matrix of order m¡, then

ß is factorable into two square roots of the unit-matrix of order n, for

(<¿>l+-"- + <rV)2 = ^ (fi+---++J=F
and

(</>!+   ■••  +<!>,)(+!  +  •••+%)  = ß-

It will be shown next that the condition of the theorem is sufficient in the

special cases that the characteristic matrix of the given matrix has just one ele-

mentary divisor (X±l)n, or just two elementary divisors (X — a)e, (X— 1/a)'.

By the lemma above, it will be enough to exhibit in each case a single matrix

which can be factored into two square roots of the unit-matrix, and whose char-

acteristic matrix has the elementary divisor or divisors in question. The work

that has just been done will then make it easy to complete the proof of the the-

orem in general.

Let two matrices cj>, yjr be defined as follows : The elements in the principal

diagonal of each shall be alternately 1 and — 1, and those just above the prin-

cipal diagonal alternately 1 and 0, the l's of eb, above the diagonal, correspond-

to the 0's of yjr ; all the other elements are zero. If n, the order of the matrices,

is 4, to take a definite case, the formulai are

10       0       0

0-110

0       0       10

0       0       0-1

* Frobenius, loc. oit., p. 18.

<t> =

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

-1

yjr =
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On multiplication, it appears that cb2 = I, i|r2 = J, and <£i/r is a matrix whose

characteristic determinant is equal to ( X — 1 )" ; when n = 4, as above,

tbf =

1 -1

0 1

0 0

0 0

1       0

1       0

1 -1

0       1

The first minor in the upper right-hand corner of the characteristic determinant

does not vanish for X = 1, so that there is just one elementary divisor (X — 1 )n.

Therefore any matrix whose characteristic matrix has only a single elementary

divisor, of the form (X — 1 )", is factorable into two square roots of the unit-

matrix. A similar result may be deduced for the case that there is a single

elementary divisor (X 4 1 )", by considering the product (— eb)y]r.

Let the notation
a    ß

y     S

represent the matrix of order 2e having the e-rowed matrices a, ß, y, S, in its

corners, arranged as indicated. A similar notation might be employed for

matrices of order ne. By actually following through the process of multipli-

cation, it is fairly easy to see that the ordinary rule for matrix multiplication

still holds, if the elements of the matrices are regarded, not as scalars, but as

themselves representing matrices, all of the same order.*

Let <p, i¡r be two square roots of the unit-matrix of order e, whose product

<^ is such that its characteristic matrix has just one elementary divisor, (X — l)e.

It has been shown that such matrices exist. Let a be any number different

from zero.    Let

4»
0     i/aty

ya

* =

0
1   _

Va

Vaty     0

where Va may denote either square root, provided it is given the same value

throughout.    Form the product of eb and yjr :

<bf =

acb-^r     0

0 -<hr"

* Regard eaoh matrix as a sum of matrices, in each of whioh all the matrix-elements but one

are zero.
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The characteristic matrix of acb-ty has just one elementary divisor (X — a)°, and

that of l/a^i/r has just one elementary divisor (X — 1/a)'. Therefore the

characteristic matrix of cbty has just two elementary divisors, (X—a)e and

( X — 1 / a )e.    Furthermore, "12    01

tb2 = yfr2 =
0    2

= 2,

where 2 represents the unit-matrix of order e, and 2, that of order 2e. Con-

sequently any matrix whose characteristic matrix has just two elementary

divisors (X —a)6 and (X — l/af is factorable into two square roots of the

unit-matrix.

Return now to the matrix a, which was assumed to be such that the elemen-

tary divisors of its characteristic matrix satisfy the conditions of the theorem.

It is possible to write down a matrix ß, having these same elementary divisors

in its characteristic matrix, and expressible in the form ßx + ß2+ ■•■ + ßp,

where the non-vanishing elements of ßx, ■ ■ -, ß form non-overlapping principal

minors, and the characteristic matrix of the sub-matrix corresponding to each ß.

has either just two elementary divisors, (X — a)H and (X — l/a)H, or just one

elementary divisor, ( X ± 1 )"**. In either case, the sub-matrix is factorable into

two square roots of the corresponding unit-matrix. Therefore ß, regarded as a

linear substitution, is the product of two involutory transformations, and hence

the same is true of a.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.,

July 1  1909.


